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Jan Kaplický was a complex personality in life and within the world of architecture. He was
a greatly inspirational figure, talented, determined, uncompromising, and a nonconformist,
but also a difficult, melancholic, stubborn, enigmatic figure as a person and an architect. He was
admired, copied, criticized, and misunderstood by many, in artistic circles and among lay people
alike. Young students adored his bravery and his courageous breaking into new frontiers of
creativity and willingness to speak his mind; they all wanted to work with and for him. Kaplický
loved publicity, but took criticism badly. He was funny, generous and warm-hearted to his friends
who proved to be loyal, but he guarded his privacy and kept even his close acquaintances at
a distance and separate from each other; a fact that hurt many of them. He loved secrets, gossip
and women, but had a history of difficult relationships with them and demanded admiration
and submissiveness. He desired his women to dress according to his taste, even choosing
their high-heeled shoes, clothes and dresses: in black, white or in single colours. His forwardlooking, innovative designs were, in a way, an escape from the contemporary reality with which
he constantly battled, mostly unsuccessfully: on pages of letters to the editors of architectural
magazines, and in his lectures or designs. Kaplický loathed the postmodern era: the safe,
cowardly architecture based on the past and calculated to appease the masses, or, as he
described it: “the postmodern s...t”. 1
Kaplický and David Nixon, his first partner in Future Systems, said: “In a bid to appease
creative consciences, some of us are resorting to architectural coups-de-théâtre at various
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scales of grandeur and run the risk of ridicule by future generations in so doing.” 2 Kaplický’s
high-tech – and, later, plastic and nature-inspired – architectural designs evolved through years
of visiting, reading and studying his design heroes’ creations. Kaplický’s projects were copied
without acknowledgement, which saddened him, but inwardly he was pleased that, in addition
to his built projects, he had achieved a high status in his profession, even if it was through the
obvious copying of his designs by others. Future Systems’ new projects were awaited with
great anticipation, and his Inspiration books sold well worldwide. Maggie Toy, his publisher
and the former Academy Editions editor, confirmed that the first print run of 3000 copies of
For Inspiration Only (1996) book had sold out before being published and had to be hastily
reprinted with an additional 2000 copies in order to have enough for the launch.
Kaplický’s life was devoted to architecture; he lived for the creative process. He was thinking,
drawing, dreaming of buildings and objects of everyday use nonstop. His knowledge of
technical detailing, materials and technology was thorough and vast. Kaplický’s free-hand
sketches as well as his technical and isometric drawings are masterful in their execution; they
are works of art suitable to be displayed in galleries. His first ideas drawn immediately after
having been briefed resemble the buildings actually constructed. It can be claimed that designs

⊳ Jan Kaplický in front of the Future Systems office
entrance, The Warehouse, 20 Victoria Gardens,
Notting Hill, London W11, 2004.

such as the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank structural floor suspension motif, the form of the
Swiss Re building, known as the “Gherkin”, the London City Hall, and the Millennium Bridge
concept would not have happened as finally proposed without Kaplický’s output and without
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the Barbarella film (Dino de Laurentiis, 98 minutes, 1968), Roger Vadim’s science fiction movie
with Jane Fonda, once again for its futuristic theme and explicit sexuality – displayed even in
the title sequence, which shows Barbarella undressing in zero gravity.
As Kaplický wrote in the introduction to his book For Inspiration Only, his other main
inspiration had been the reference images in the new Western world around him: the
advertising, magazines and books he had discovered when coming to live in the United
Kingdom and which he thought were limitless. He used his favourite images to create
a language of things, objects, processes, and ideas which speak for themselves: “Every image
here is one that told me something the moment I saw it.” 7
Future Systems' inspiration stemmed from the 1930s: from the streamlined era and the high
days of industrial design, when automobiles, ships, airliners, locomotives, railcars, coaches,
buses, and trailers were becoming ever more rounded and slippery. Metals became lighter, with
the invention of duralumin aluminium alloy. Exterior panels employing the sandwich honeycomb
construction and adhesive bonding were further innovations. Other lightweight materials had
followed, like the graphite glass or carbon fibre composites. The homogeneous foamed metal
panels with whisker or fibre-reinforced lightweight metal alloys with vacuum metal deposition
techniques could provide easily formable, high strength, and non-combustible building
materials.
Kaplický and Nixon were trying to replace the image of a traditional building with an
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innovative object constructed using efficient up-to-date materials and proven technology used
in the most economical way, shaped according to the needs of 21st century mankind. Their
buildings hovered above the ground, barely touching the surface. They preferred “to look
ahead, to explore new horizons, test new ideas, and above all to be optimistic about tomorrow's
possibilities”. 8 Transport technology was the magical ingredient in their creations. It was this
same magic that ushered in the never-ending stream of inventions around the beginning of the
20th century, which still continues in the present day. The first manned flight, x-rays, relativity
theory, the wireless, television, the moon landings, the home computer, the Walkman, the iPod,
mobile phones, the pacemaker, the internet – the list could go on and on. These inventions
have touched our lives and re-moulded them. Future Systems proclaimed that “one way to tune
in to tomorrow’s possibilities is to step into today’s technological slipstream and this means

▲ House for a Helicopter Pilot drawing

[project 015, 1978–79].
This house, designed for a helicopter pilot and his
family, is the largest of a series of wilderness retreats
that Jan Kaplický conceived in the decade between
1978 and 1988. Flexible accommodation is arranged
over three floors, above a double carport at ground
level. The helipad on the roof hints at the autonomous
nature of the house and the remoteness of
the location. It is designed to fit any rural site and
to be air-transportable. This project was inspired by
NASA’s Apollo Lunar Module.
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exploring new design territory”. 9
Manifestos like these can only be devised by people totally dedicated to their profession.
Kaplický's life was architecture, twenty-four hours a day. He sketched it, modelled it, thought about it,
talked and argued vehemently about it, visualised it, and was depressed about it, and he dreamed of
his designs and aspirations at night.
Future Systems was the only British architectural consultancy working for NASA. It was later,

▲ Drawings of the Blob Office Building,

Trafalgar Square, London W1 [project 135, 1984–86].

in the mid-1980s, that Kaplický, having been incensed by the result of the Grand Buildings
competition at Trafalgar Square in London, devised the Blob project [project 135, 1984–86],
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Jan Kaplický was a creature of habit; for him, every day was like the next. He was quite
predictable. He came in early, at 8 o’clock in the morning, hands in his pockets, in a white shirt
and black slacks. Kaplický always wore white or black. He never had a coloured top. These
clothes were like a uniform for him. At weekends, he would wear a white T-shirt, and sometimes
fluorescent socks and a scarf. He would open the office, turn the lights on, take off his shoes
and black leather jacket, and put the kettle on. The carpet was pink; to keep it in pristine
condition, shoes had to be kept off. This is a Central European habit in any case – you take your
shoes off every time when you visit people in Prague.
The office working hours were 9am to 6pm. Kaplický liked staff to start promptly at 9, and was
irritated when people drifted in late. Whatever time staff walked in, he was there first. He always
had two anglepoise lamps over his desk: one at each side. When the crossed lights were switched
on, it was a signal that he was in the office, visible from a long distance through the window;
Kaplický would have them switched on even if it was a sunny day. He would make himself extra
strong espresso coffee or ‘Turkish coffee’, another Prague custom, and had a croissant he bought
on the way in at Marks & Spencer on Notting Hill Gate Road.
Kaplický was in touch with his staff, and waved people hello as they came in, rather less so if
they were late. Liz Middleton, his former PA, remembered: “We felt privileged that he appreciated
people around him who were much younger than he was – he enjoyed the company of young
people. He lectured to students often. He was ageless and had energy for the good things in life.
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That‘s why his daily pessimism was so contradictory – sometimes you would think he would be
upset about something, but he’d be light as a feather. He knew what was important.”
He liked making coffee in the office. He had no sense of hierarchy, answering the phone,
taking people’s coats, and valuing the little tasks other people thought were menial.
He loved publicity, and was very proud when Future Systems projects appeared on magazine
covers. He was a collector. Just as there was a list of nationalities in the office, he was proud
to announce in lectures how many people of different nationalities worked with him, and how
many foreign publications the studio subscribed to. He liked facts, numbers, flags, stamps,
airmail stickers, and countries, and he loved aeroplane kit models. When he travelled, he went
to model shops, buying kits and aircraft magazines. Every aspect of him was quite regimented:

A DAY IN THE OFFICE OF FUTURE SYSTEMS

what he ate and drank, his clothes, and his magazine subscriptions to Vogue, National
Geographic, and Time. He liked Billie Holliday, Glenn Miller, Dixieland, forties jazz.

▲
▲ Shoes by the studio entrance.

All staff and visitors took off their shoes
on entering the studio.

▲ Michaela Gabriel, Jan Kaplický’s PA

during the last years of Future Systems.

⊳ Jan Kaplický in the Future Systems studio,
The Warehouse, 20 Victoria Gardens,
Notting Hill, London W11.

Kaplický was very organized. He had his own to-do lists, his own office diary, which he filled
in himself, his own contacts, and his own filing: every project had a clear plastic folder bearing
the project number, and he controlled the numbering. Kaplický’s PA transferred this information
digitally, printed it, and gave it to him so he could check or make comments at the bottom of each
page. He had his to-do lists for every day and week clearly numbered and spaced out, and he would
cross off completed tasks. Kaplický did not have his own computer, and so his PA would print off
e-mails and press enquiries in order to give them to him, and would put copies on his desk first.
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was driven by his vision. He triple-checked drawings to pick up errors; he could not bear people
being inaccurate.
Consultants who worked with him knew what he wanted and aimed to realize his vision;
a solution was always found in the end. Kaplický was often irritated by rules or regulations
that interfered with his vision, so sometimes he overruled advice to achieve what he wanted.
Nothing should interfere with the beauty of the design he envisaged.
He sometimes did not care for practical solutions that were in conflict with his design agenda
of achieving a beautiful design, such as, for example, screw-fixing a lamp to the floor to get
a minimal base section to upright.
The next part of the day was lunch. Lunch wasn’t purely about food consumption. It was
primarily a social occasion. The whole office would go out for pizza, and later on just Kaplický's
team, with the bill shared among the table. Kaplický liked good food and good restaurants. The
team would go for local drinks at Damian Hirst’s Pharmacy in the evening. When it closed down,
Kaplický almost went into depression because there was nothing like it nearby.
Kaplický did not appreciate being taken to new restaurants, and he was very suspicious of
new places. He loved to go to The Ivy, Le Caprice, and Kensington Place. At Le Caprice, he
would usually sit at the bar counter with his son Josef and eat there rather than at a table. Later,
a couple of office friends introduced him to The Ladbroke Arms pub, but Kaplický took some
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convincing to go there. He did not like pubs as a rule, although he frequented them with Nixon
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in the 1970s. When he discovered that The Ladbroke Arms had Polish and Slovak waitresses he
could talk to in Czech, that the food was very good, and that he could see people coming there
in cabs, ‘better society’ streaming in, he adopted it as his own. Kaplický used to say “I found this
amazing pub,” and it became his favourite place for evenings and for meeting friends. He liked
the continental choice of cuisine they had on the menu and the good French wine.
His preference was to go out for lunch but quite often he would have a sandwich or pâté,
cheese, bread and cucumber at his desk. He sometimes asked people to get a sandwich for
him. He always had a pudding, coffee and a chocolate brownie or mousse. At lunchtime, he
liked to be sociable and gossip. Kaplický had an insatiable appetite for gossip, and if there was
not any to be had he was downcast. The afternoons were reflections of the mornings.
Kaplický did not go to construction sites; they were a planet on which he did not belong. He
left that to his project architects. When Kaplický went out of the office, it was to meet clients
or friends, or to lecture. For his talks, he would prepare two carousels of slides and meticulous
notes. He knew where everything was. If he wanted to add images, he would find them and
have them scanned. He would mark them with yellow post-it notes. He did four to eight lectures
a year. Kaplický liked to lecture, as he liked to speak to students and other architects. Usually,
he wanted to lecture in a country where he had not been before. He was “collecting” cities
and countries. While travelling, Kaplický did not like to stay in cheap hotels; he did not want
a five-star hotel, but he wanted to feel that he was being cared for, he sought comfort. He flew
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▲ Exterior and interior of The Ladbroke Arms
public house, Ladbroke Road,
Notting Hill, London W11.

▲ View of the Future Systems office, The Warehouse,
20 Victoria Gardens, Notting Hill, London W11.
The building was demolished in May 2012.
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▲ Ferrari Museum, Via Paolo Ferrari, Modena, Italy
[projekt 377, 2004–12].

INTERVIEW: ANDREA MORGANTE AND LIZ MIDDLETON

INTERVIEW: ANDREA MORGANTE AND LIZ MIDDLETON

The greatly influential Coexistence [project 112, 1983] was funded by a grant from the Graham
Foundation of Fine Arts in Chicago. It was designed for a community of tomorrow, inspired by
the United Nations prediction that by the year 2000, half the world’s population would be living
in cities, in buildings like the mixed-use John Hancock Center (SOM, 1965–70) in Chicago. It was
partly inspired by Marina City (Bertrand Goldberg, 1962–64) in Chicago and William Chambers’
Pagoda (1762) at Kew Gardens, London. The Coexistence consisted of 150 floors and 672
apartments with 76,000 square metres of residential areas, and 285,000 square metres of offices.
Here, the proposal was to combine together a wide range of human activities in a single mother
structure of the future. It was conceived with the belief that people could live and coexist in selfcontained communities in the sky, protected by 21st century construction technology. The tower
was arranged as a series of stacked elements supported by a central structural and service core.
The structural concept of the tower was an externally stiffened tube with an inner cylindrical core
in compression and a cylindrical tensioned steel truss latticework structure. Each accommodation
element comprised a series of eight floors of offices and eight floors of apartments with a
landscape skypark. The all-steel building had a central cylindrical core, which would have been
built first. Then, inverted cone ring sections would be built round the core and jacked upward,
section by section, to form each floor. The flat upper surface of the inverted cone became
a platform for the garden, which was enclosed by a glazed sun shield skin allowing natural
ventilation to make the gardens habitable. This skin, which included photovoltaic cells and was
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based on James Stirling's screens as shown in his Siemens AG project (1969), could open up in
good weather conditions to expose the landscaping to the sun. Offices placed in the inverted
cones were shaded from the sun and provided panoramic views of the city below. Apartments
located around the central core overlooked the skyparks. Gardens, swimming pools, and outdoor
recreational and sport activities would be provided there. Commercial entertainment, hotels, and
parking were placed at lower levels, with education and municipal facilities at the top of the tower.
This project became very inspirational for a number of architectural practices worldwide, mainly in
placing garden landscaping in high-rise office/residential towers. Kaplický eventually sold his most
iconic isometric drawing of the tower to a private collector in Switzerland for a reported £20,000 –
after the Faggionato Fine Arts Future Systems Originals exhibition held in London in 2001 – when
the practice was in dire need of funds. It was the only such drawing to be sold in his lifetime. 12

▲ Coexistence [project 112, 1983] here located

in Manhattan, New York.
The project demonstrated the potential of
a mixed-use, tall, “green” tower to address
the growth of cities in the twenty-first century.
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Green Building, 1990
Future Systems’ innovative Green Building [project 166, 1990] explored city building design
without the need for air-conditioning, a model that led towards naturally ventilated green
building design, initiated ideas for many similar projects in the future, and established a platform
for the current sustainable practices in architecture.
The building form was supported on a tripod megastructure, allowing for a garden at ground
level. Each of the hollow steel floor decks were suspended from the apex by ties along their
internal and external edges. Props and ties supported both the internal and external skin at floor
level, while affording a natural ventilation space in between the two. The streamlined form drew
air over the building surface, and wind-scoops directed the falling cool air through air intakes
into the building. Hot air was vented through louvres at the top, and heat was recovered during
cooler months. Daylight was bounced into the interior of the building through the glazed skin by
mirrors, and light deflectors scattered the sunrays.
Andrew Sedgwick of Arup commented: “I have fond memories of the Green Building project,
it was just a research project suggested by Tom Baker of Arup at a celebratory ‘thank you’ lunch
for the Acropolis Museum project and in the design sessions there were a structural engineer,
mechanical engineer, and lighting consultant. At the first meeting, Jan said: ‘Let’s all go away,
we had a good chat about all the constraints and all the issues, and come back next week
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with your ideal building made out of plasticine.’ And the winning plasticine model was actually
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the Arup structural engineer Alistair Lenczner’s model. This is the one that Jan loved, and he
developed the project from that. It was a research project; there was no client, and Arup paid for
the model. It was a really interesting piece of thinking about what an urban building should be
like and how it could work, it went into quite a lot of detail.” 6

Bibliothèque Nationale de France Competition, Paris, 1989
In the summer of 1989, Future Systems was one of 19 practices out of 230 competitors to
be invited to take part in the second stage to design the new £500 million Bibliothèque
Nationale de France by the river Seine in Paris [project 171, 1989]. This participation brought
an offer of resources from Arup to design engineering services for the project. In August 1989,
Future Systems was included in the shortlist of four firms with Dominique Perrault, Chaix et
Morel, and James Stirling, Michael Wilford & Associates. Perrault and Future Systems soon
emerged as the final favourites.
Richard Rogers was on the competition jury. There were great arguments because the
jury was split down the middle; Rogers remembered it was sixteen of them split eight/eight,
so there was no result. François Mitterrand joined the jury for the last day. Rogers much
preferred the shell form of the Future Systems submission to Dominique Perrault’s scheme.
Mitterrand had a straightforward choice; he knew the jury was split between the Perrault’s
and Future Systems’ submissions, and he went for the more classical form. There were eight
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NatWest Media Centre, Lord’s Cricket Ground, London, 1994–99
Future Systems had been working with the MCC as early as December 1993 on a sight screen
[project 214, 1993] – see-through from the spectators’ side, but not from the players’ side – and
a secondary press centre to supplement the existing facilities was being considered in the late
1994. 16 Then the client decided to put journalists and commentators together in one new place
within the grounds and give them the most up-to-date facilities, and organized a competition.
The competition for the new Media Centre was arranged in April 1995, the MCC inviting David
Morley, Lifschutz Davidson, GMW, and Future Systems.
Morley’s and Future Systems’ submissions were chosen as the best, and, in spite of the higher
cost, Future Systems scheme [project 221, 1994] was selected, and the go-ahead given in
October 1995. Brian Thornton of the MCC Committee confirmed 17 that Amanda was managing
the practice and was the tougher one, whereas Jan was on the face of it rather a soft character
and ... a brilliant designer – so the two of them made a perfect partnership. The brief was to
accommodate 240 journalists (this number grew at later stages) with a mezzanine for radio and
TV commentators, and a 50-seat restaurant and bar; two hospitality suites were added later.
Kaplický’s inspiration was the imagery of a photographic SLR camera observing the match from
15 metres above the ground, so that all the boundaries were visible and no reflections were cast
on to the ground, and batsmen were not able to see themselves. Kaplický confirmed that they
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“thought about it as a ‘camera’ overlooking the site and having that as its object”. 18 Kaplický made
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the first sketch of the concept on a flight from London to Prague on the 19th of January 1995.
Future Systems’ intention was to make it a rounded object, which always looks smaller than
a rectangular box, because in cricket everything is round and nothing is straight: the helmet,
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National Library Competition, Prague, 2006–07
Future Systems won the National Library Competition in Prague, held between 2006 and 2007.
1

The controversial winning Future Systems entry no. 297 [project 407, 2005–07] for the new

National Library of the Czech Republic, renamed by the Czechs as chobotnice (octopus), was
to be situated on the perimeter of the green parkland of Letná Plain on Na Špejcharu, Prague 7
accessed from Milady Horákové thoroughfare. The site overlooks the city from above, and is on
an elevated level, but sits lower than Prague Castle. It is hidden by the trees and set well back
from the Prague panorama. The aerial view confirmed the important in-line juxtaposition of the
Library with the famous Renaissance Belvedere – Queen Anne’s Summer Palace (1538–65),
and the Prague Castle, together with St Vitus Cathedral. The Prague Baroque buildings inspired
the Library’s form, colour scheme and curvature. The building’s tent-like envelope was covered
with champagne-coloured anodised aluminium tiles, fading from a darker hue at the bottom to
a lighter shade at the top. Circular windows distributed over the external undulated skin
provided natural light into the mauve-coloured interior. The 10 million books, stored
underground, were distributed to readers in less than five minutes by an innovative Siemens
automated book storage and retrieval system.
The concept for the competition for the new National Library in Prague was decided towards
the end of 2004, starting with the selection of a suitable site on the edge of Letná Plain. The
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next year was spent in the preparation of the international competition. The competition was
announced in 2006, with the result to be released on 2 March 2007, and anonymous entries
only were specified. Eva Jiřičná, together with Zaha Hadid and others (Irene Wiese-von Ofen,
José Grinberg, Petr Bílek, Pavel Bém and Vlastimil Ježek), formed a seven-member jury (John
Eisler, Tony McLaughlin, Bohdana Stoklasová and Jan Kněžínek were substitute members).

▲
▲ National Library Competition jury, from the left:

BACK IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

John Eisler, Tony McLaughlin, Bohdana Stoklasová,
Jan Kněžínek, José Grinberg, Wolfgang
Tochtermann (Director of the UIA Competitions
Commission), Irene Wiese-von Often, Petr Bílek,
Zaha Hadid, Eva Jiřičná and Vlastimil Ježek.
Pavel Bém is not present in the photo.

▲ Future Systems team in Prague from the left:
Andrea Morgante, Michaela Gabriel, Maria Jose
Castrillo, Volkan Akanoglu, Georg Roetzel,
Jan Kaplický, Filippo Previtali.
Morgante joined the group for the trip to Prague,
but did not participate in the competition.

⊳ The aerial view of the proposed Library lining up
with the copper covered Belvedere, the Prague
Castle and St Vitus Cathedral.

Registration was to have been submitted by 30 June 2006 with the first round to be assessed
on 23 Oct. 2006, at which Jiřičná was elected as the chairwoman of the jury. Eight finalists were
selected to proceed into the second round of the competition. From these, the final places were
chosen by the jury as: 1. Future Systems, GB, project no. 297,
2. Carmody Groarke, GB, project no. 240, and 3. HŠH architekti, ČR, project no. 161.
Kaplický wanted the building to be lively and vibrant, and the Future Systems team described
the project as having, apart from the library, the following main elements: a ground-level
maintenance and deliveries area, a first level public street and main reading area that connected
the inside with the outside and had multi-storey atria of varying heights, full of people and trees.
The book storage was located in the deep basement, served by an ultra-modern automated
book retrieval system. The library areas were naturally lit with floors and ceilings constructed
from sound-absorbing materials, and places for study, reading, and relaxing were located on
the first to third levels. Offices and administration levels were found on the fourth to sixth floors,
interconnected by central lifts and staircases. The top of the building accommodated
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MEMORIES: LUCIE KUTÁLKOVÁ

The collaboration with Jan Kaplický on “Leeda Dejavu” and “Leeda
Kaplický” was not our first meeting. We met for the first time on the
occasion of his wedding to Eliška. Kaplický had designed her wedding
dress, and wanted someone to make it. Then we met during the
Karlovy Vary Film Festival to see the silk cloth samples I had selected.
The dress was long with a train. At the front, it was rather modest. At
the rear, however, it had a sophisticated deep cut. A number of fitting
sessions followed for the bride – together, we discussed every detail:
the shoes, veil, even the long golden gloves. I told myself that the
priest conducting the wedding would certainly faint should Eliška turn
her back to him, but that would have been after the ceremony and by
then it would not have mattered.
Some time after the wedding, Kaplický phoned me saying that he had
some ideas for a dress collection, and asking if we wanted to work with
him. The collections were named “Leeda Dejavu” and “Leeda Kaplický”
and contained two parts – ours and his designs. It consisted of a proposal
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for everything from evening dresses up to swimwear. We worked
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together on it for about four months. The most entertaining part were
the fitting sessions, at which the clothes were worn by models. We met in
our shop, which had a large street-front window. People were stopping
outside and observed us. We spent a lot of time shaping the costumes
down to the most minute detail. During the fitting a chalk is used on
the cloth while it is being worn by a fashion model. We tried some
swimwear, and some of it was really minimalistic – the less material the
better. Kaplický, as a gentleman, did not want to chalk on the girl – he
“navigated” us only. To review the designs, we met in his much-loved
Prague coffee house: Café Slavia. I cannot forget the waiter’s request
for an order: “What are you having ladies? Tea?” … “That’s boring!
So three glasses of champagne with a strawberry in each”, Kaplický
ordered. And he was right, tea would have been boring …
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